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Abstract—Blockchain-based agricultural IoT systems face key
challenges such as high delay and low transaction throughput.
Existing complicated consensus mechanisms can cause IoT devices
work inefficiently due to the limited computing, storage and
energy resources. Additionally, many message exchanges can
lead to high latency in the consensus process, which hinders
the real-time applications of the agricultural IoT. Therefore,
we propose Proof-of-Multifactor-Capacity (PoMC), an efficient
and secure consensus mechanism for the agricultural IoT. It
uses the communication capacity and credibility of a node as
the evidence for making consensus. Moreover, a senator node
lottery algorithm based on a credit mechanism and a new
distributed incentive mechanism are designed to enhance security
and motivate nodes to actively maintain the system. This paper
analyses the performance of PoMC theoretically, including security,
latency and system throughput, and presents a comparison of its
asymptotic complexity with some existing consensus mechanisms.
The simulation results demonstate that the average transaction
validation latency and average consensus latency of PoMC have
decreased by 10% and 23%. In addition, PoMC outperforms
SENATE, PoQF and PBFT by 56%, 60% and 64% in terms of
the system throughput, respectively.

Index Terms—Blockchain, consensus mechanism, distributed
system, agricultural IoT, credit-based.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE application of IoT technologies to agriculture can
improve the efficiency and safety of agricultural pro-

duction, as well as make big contributions to environmental
protection [1]. However, there are still certain challenges in
data management in the existing agricultural IoT. Agricultural
IoT devices are vulnerable to failures and attacks, leading to the
risk of data tampering in the outdoor application scenarios. In
addition, as low-power WAN technology continues to advance,
the number of agricultural IoT devices increases exponentially,
resulting in high costs for centralized data management. Also,
due to the heterogeneity of the IoT systems, the data flow
between different departments and data centers is inefficient
and poorly shared [2].

With the development of blockchain technology, some
researchers have used it to solve the above-mentioned agricul-
tural IoT problems. Blockchain is deemed as a decentralized
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distributed ledger, where all nodes in the network maintain one
same blockchain and each node keeps a complete copy locally
[3]. As an append-only supported ledger, blockchain is tamper-
proof and traceable. Through blockchain technology, IoT data
will be jointly maintained by all nodes in the P2P network,
which can effectively achieve agricultural IoT data tracking
and traceability, prevent data tampering and promote the flow
of value in an untrusted environment [4], [5]. Miguel et al.
[6] proposed a software architecture specifically designed for
water management systems in untrusted environment, where
resource-constrained IoT devices can process sensory data
directly on a public blockchain, with the aim of stimulating a
more sustainable approach to water management in agricultural
production. On the other hand, Mohsin et al. [7] proposed
a scalable distributed data sharing system based on smart
contracts in an agricultural IoT system, enabling agricultural
data to be shared among resource owners in a more secure
manner.

Instead of relying on a central service provider, blockchain
technology enables IoT to coordinate various nodes within a
system to cooperate with each other through the consensus
mechanism, in contrast to the traditional centralized structure.
Consensus mechanism is one of the core technologies of
blockchain, which enables all nodes within a decentralized
peer-to-peer network to reach consensus on a transaction.
However, some traditional blockchain consensus mechanisms
generally need to consume a large quantity of computing
resources or carry out complicated communication processes
to achieve consensus. And worst of all, a large amount of
nodes in IoT are resource-constrained and can hardly afford
intensive computing or communication. Therefore, as average
sensors, control devices, farm equipment, etc., their computing
capability and energy provision are highly limited to run
complex consensus mechanisms [8]. Bitcoin applying PoW
has an average block generation interval of 10 minutes/block
[9], i.e., a transaction requires about 10 minutes from being
proposed to being included in a block and stored on the
chain. Additionally, in some agricultural IoT scenarios such as
greenhouse environment monitoring system and remote-control
system for farming machinery, IoT devices are required to pro-
vide real-time feedback on the commands from the application-
layer. Thus, the time-consuming consensus mechanisms are
difficult to meet the low latency demands [10].

To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a
blockchain consensus mechanism named Proof-of-Multifactor-
Capacity (PoMC). PoMC exploits the credit capacity value and
Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) capacity value
as consensus evidence to reduce the time and computational
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load spent by nodes in the consensus procedure. The main
contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) A new PoMC consensus mechanism is proposed for
the resource-constrained agricultural IoT systems. In
contrast to the PoW-like models where block generation
is driven by computional power, PoMC enables senators
to allocate the accounting rights based on the multifactor
capacity value of the mining nodes. The proposed mech-
anism tends to select nodes with good communication
conditions and high credibility as accounting nodes,
which enhances the security and robustness of the system
while reducing the resource consumption and transaction
validation delay.

2) A senator node lottery algorithm is designed to select
partial nodes as senators in the network based on the
credibility. In order to participate in the competition for
the senator nodes, a node needs to solve a hash puzzle
related to the credibility, which allows PoMC to resist
Sybil attacks. Senators jointly manage the credibility
mechanism in the system and elect the accounting nodes
based on the multifactor capacity, decreasing the network
overhead for consensus.

3) A distributed incentive mechanism is proposed to reward
honest nodes for their positive contributions to the system
while limiting the attacks of malicious nodes.

4) We theoretically analyze the latency and transaction
throughput of the system, as well as the security in
the face of different attacks, and conduct simulation
experiments using OMNeT++. Compared with some
existing consensus schemes, the results demonstrate that
PoMC has advantages in latency, system throughput and
consensus success rate.

II. RELATED WORK

As one of the core technologies of blockchain, the con-
sensus mechanism ensures that all nodes reach consensus
on a transaction within a decentralized distributed system.
The traditional consensus mechanism generally consumes
significant computing and communication resources to achieve
agreement among nodes, which is not fully applicable to
the IoT devices with limited resources. So, the transaction
processing speed and scalability need to be further improved
as the number of IoT devices increases. According to working
principle, consensus mechanisms can be divided into three
main categories, including PBFT type, proof-based type, and
credit-based type.

The PBFT-type consensus mechanism is derived from the
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) algorithm, which
is a form of state machine replication that models services as a
state machine replicated between different nodes in distributed
system [11]–[15]. Laphou et al. [11] proposed a consensus
protocol named G-PBFT. In G-PBFT, the system selects nodes
that are location-fixed, honest and resourceful as accounting
nodes, thus reducing the overhead of validating or processing
transaction. Jiang et al. [12] presented a consensus protocol
named SENATE, in which the system draws lots to select some
nodes as candidates for senator nodes based on the ALOHA

communication protocol. After completing selection, some
appropriate senator nodes are elected based on the ranging
of the nodes, and finally consensus is reached among these
senator nodes based on BFT. In the above-mentioned solutions,
although the computation load and transaction latency of the
nodes are alleviated, selecting some nodes to participate in
consensus in a large-scale network leads to the risk resulted
from system centralization.

The most typical consensus mechanism for the proof-based
type is Proof-of-Work(PoW) [16]–[18]. A common form of
the PoW algorithm is like H(param||nonce) < target, where
param denotes the data associated with the block, nonce is
a random value, and target denotes the target value. Mining
nodes continuously compute to find the nonce that satisfies the
condition to obtain the accounting right. Yazdinejad et al. [16]
proposed the SLPoW algorithm to enhance the security of IoT
system while reducing the computation and energy load of the
IoT devices. To alleviate the computation overhead in PoW,
Proof of Stake(PoS) introduces the concept of coinage, which
is the product of the number of tokens held by nodes and
the time for holding them. The larger the coinage, the higher
the probability of winning the competition for the accounting
rights [19]. Wei et al. [20] improved DPoS by designing a
data detection algorithm to identify anomalous IoT data from
malicious attacks and selfish behaviors of nodes, which is used
to resist attacks in DPoS. For PoS, the larger the coinage held
by a node, the higher the probability of obtaining accounting
rights, which leads to the stake accumulation problem. It is
noted that some nodes hold high quantities of tokens, which
results in a disadvantage for new nodes joining the network in
the competition for the accounting rights.

Credit-based-type consensus mechanisms exploit the cred-
ibility of nodes as the support for agreements. Huang et al.
[21] proposed a credit-based Proof-of-Work mechanism, in
which the mining difficulty of each node is related to its
own credibility, and the higher the credibility, the lower the
mining difficulty of the node and the higher the possibility
of generating blocks. Zhang et al. [22] presented a consensus
protocol based on credibility and established a credibility review
mechanism. Nodes maintain a list containing the credibility
of all their neighbor nodes, and consensus is accomplished
through credibility comparison. Liu et al. [23] designed a green
consensus mechanism named collaborative multiple proofs,
which relies on a collaborative index framework. Each node’s
collaborative index is influenced by the node’s behaviors, and
the nodes use their own collaborative index as evidence to
participate in consensus. Credit-based-consensus mechanism is
characterized by low computation overhead and low latency,
but the disadvantage is that the credibility of nodes is difficult
to manage in large-scale IoT application scenarios.

The PBFT-type consensus mechanisms rely on multiple data
exchanges among nodes to reach consensus. However, in some
application scenarios of agricultural IoT, the communication
between nodes is conducted through wireless transmission,
and unstable networks may lead to message delays and
packet loss. Proof-based consensus mechanisms, which take
computing power as the core of block generation, are difficult
to meet the requirements of low resource consumption and
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Table I
COMPARISON OF MAINSTREAM CONSENSUS MECHANISMS

Consensus mechanism PoW [9] PoS [29] PoA [30] PBFT [14] RAFT [31]

Decentralization Complete Complete Complete Partial Partial
Computation consumption High Middle Middle Low Low

TPS(tx/sec) 7-56 70-8000 33-57 1000 1000
Consistency High High High Middle Middle

Access authorization Unnecessary Unnecessary Necessary Necessary Necessary

low transaction validation latency of agricultural IoT devices.
Although PoET [24] and PoR [25] have abandoned the idea
of using computational power as the driving force, their
evidence for consensus is respectively time and storage space,
which are also unsuitable for agricultural IoT. Although credit-
based consensus mechanisms have the advantages of low
cost and low latency, relying solely on credibility as the
evidence for consensus may lead to centralization risks. The
theoretical comparison of mainstream consensus mechanisms
is presented in Table I, illustrating the limitations of existing
consensus mechanisms when integrating with Internet of Things
technologies.

Currently, there is ongoing research exploring the integration
of blockchain and IoT facilitated by technologies such as
Deep Learning(DL) and edge computing. Prabhat Kumar et al.
[26] established a one-to-one mapping relationship between
digital twin edge nodes and physical entities in the Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT). They ensured data security and
consistency based on Proof of Authority (PoA). However, in
comparison to PoW and PoS, PoA exhibits a limited degree of
decentralization. Literature [27] introduces an enhanced PoW
algorithm, ePoW, which employs smart contracts to verify
the validity of data in the IIoT, preventing data tampering
or forgery. Furthermore, the integration of DL techniques is
applied for privacy protection and threat detection, thereby
improving the security of the network. Literature [28] similarly
adopts the ePoW consensus mechanism and combines it
with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technology. This
integration avoids the inference of sensitive information from
IoT data by DL-based systems, simultaneously reducing the
storage load and energy consumption of blockchain nodes.
While ePoW improves the performance of PoW by dynamically
adjusting difficulty and reward coefficients, balancing security
and efficiency remains a challenge.

The consensus mechanism proposed in this paper does not
require nodes to perform complex computations, but instead
uses multifactor capacity values as the core evidence to drive
block generation. Multifactor capacity values can be used as a
comprehensive indicator to measure the communication ability
and credibility of nodes, which encourages the consensus
mechanism to select nodes with better network conditions
and higher contributions to the system as accounting nodes.
Additionally, this paper designs a lottety algorithm for selecting
some nodes as senators to represent other nodes in the
allocation of accounting rights, reducing network overhead
in the consensus process.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We design an architecture of the blockchain-based secure
data collection and transmission system for agricultural IoT.
Fig. 1 illustrates the three-layer architecture of the system,
including sensing layer, blockchain layer, and application layer.
The devices in the sensing layer, which do not engage in
the processes of blockchain due to the constrained resources,
include sensors, RFID tags, agricultural equipments, etc. They
mainly collect the environment data and transmit them to the
blockchain layer. Nodes in the blockchain layer are devices
with relatively abundant computational and storage resources,
such as IoT gateways and edge computing nodes. These nodes
are peers that directly participate in the blockchain consensus
mechanism, organizing IoT data into transactions and storing
them on the blockchain. Each node in the blockchain layer
keeps a copy of the complete blockchain and interacts with
the sensing layer and the application layer through APIs. The
application layer contains IoT cloud platforms, data centers,
and management platforms, through which users can get
the required data and develop corresponding functions by
accessing the blockchain. All instructions and operations from
the application layer will be encapsulated as transactions and
stored on the blockchain by nodes in the blockchain layer to
achieve the traceability and tamper-proof features. This system
can be deployed in application scenarios that require real-
time monitoring of environmental data, such as greenhouses,
forests, and farms. In the event of an emergency, the system
can promptly notify users to take appropriate actions.

To implement the consensus function, we set two types
of nodes with special identities in the system, namely, the
senator node and the accounting node. Senators are responsible
for managing the credibility of all nodes in the system and
selecting the accounting node based on the multifactor capacity
value. The system model has the following assumptions:

1) There is a possibility of abnormal nodes existing in the
system, including faulty and malicious nodes.

2) The purpose of the malicious nodes’ attacks is to
manipulate the consensus process so that the result is
beneficial to themselves.

3) The behaviors of the malicious nodes are restricted to
themselves, i.e., the malicious nodes will comply with
the communication protocol rather than disrupting it and
will not perform eclipse attacks [32] or DDoS attacks
[33], etc.

When any node joins the network, it is required to broadcast
a message containing information about its neighbors, its own
location, timestamp, etc. The message is included in the block
by the accounting node and broadcasted in the network to
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Figure 1. Architecture of the blockchain-based secure data collection and
transmission system for agricultural IoT.

complete the registration. Each node keeps a view of the
overall nodes in the network, and the view keeps dynamically
updated.

IV. DESIGN OF POMC CONSENSUS MECHANISM

This section gives the detailed design of PoMC consensus
mechanism. The key notations and corresponding explanations
are presented in TABLE II.

A. Senator Nodes Lottery

In a distributed system, the credibility reflects the degree of
contribution of a node to the system. As an ordinary node
in Fig.2 it shows the process that the senators derive the
credibility of the node i. The rating depends on the node
history behaviors, and we can calculate the credibility Ci by
combining the ratings from all senators. The node history
behaviors include constructive behaviors that are positive to
the system and destructive behaviors negative to the system,
which are both called Credibility Influence Behaviors (CIBs).
CIBs are marked differently in the system and the senators
send them to the accounting nodes in transactions which are
in the form of Trans{addr,R, timestamp,Ratingi}, where
addr is the public key of the senator node, R is the type of the
CIB, and Ratingi is the credit rating given from this senator
to i. When a node conducts a Credibility Influence Behavior,
the senators re-evaluate the credibility of it to dynamically
update its credibility value.

We design a lottery algorithm based on the credibility
mechanism to select some nodes as senators in the network.
The senator has a term of office, and one term of the senator
node is regarded as one round. In round r, node i participates
in the lottery according to the following steps:

Table II
KEY SYMBOLS

Symbol Description

dij Distance between node i and node j
β1 SINR threshold
β2 Credibility threshold
α Path loss exponent

Pnoise Noise Power
nitf Number of Interference Nodes
N Total number of nodes
N0 Number of nodes in interference area D0

γ Distribution density of nodes
NS Number of senator nodes
NC Number of candidate accounting nodes
Nm Number of mining nodes

Tdelay Transaction validation latency
LB , LT Standard block, transaction size

W System throughput

1) The system publishes a difficulty value target for the
rth round.

2) Node i performs the following operation:

H(param||nonce) < Ci · target (1)

where param is an attribute parameter of node i and
nonce is a random number. The first NS nodes that find
the nonce satisfying the conditions win the senator node
lottery and become the senators in the rth round. The
higher the Ci, the higher the probability that node i will
win the senator node lottery.

The individuals that joined the network earlier will accumu-
late more and more credibility as the system runs continuously,
putting the newly joined nodes at a disadvantage in the senator
node lottery. Therefore, we set every passing P rounds as one
credibility cycle, and the credibility of the whole network will
be cleared at the end of the credibility cycle.

B. PoMC Consensus Mechanism

Since there could still be malicious nodes among the senators,
further consensus within the system is needed to prevent
malicious nodes from obtaining the accounting rights. This
subsection proposes a consensus mechanism based on Proof-
of-Multifactor-Capacity (PoMC).

1) Consensus processes based on Proof of Multifactor
Capacity: In PoMC, the nodes that compete for the accounting
rights are mining nodes. For a mining node i, its multifactor
capacities value consists of two parts: 1) Signal to Interference
plus Noise Ratio capacity value, i.e., the probability that node i
can successfully communicate with the nearest senator, denoted
as Pr(SINRi ≥ β1); 2) the credit capacity value, i.e., the
probability that the credibility Ci satisfies the system credibility
threshold β2, denoted as Pr(Ci ≥ β2). Hence the multifactor
capacities value MCi is the product of the above two value,
i.e., MCi =Pr(SINRi ≥ β1) · Pr(Ci ≥ β2). The Signal
to Interference plus Noise Ratio capacity value reflects the
communication capability of the node, and the credit capacity
value shows the degree of contribution of node i to the system.
The steps for consensus based on the multifactor capacities
value MCi are as follows.

Step 1:A mining node i sends a message containing SINRi

and Ci to the nearest senator. After receiving the message
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Figure 2. Senator nodes evaluate the credibility of node i.

from node i, the senator calculates MCi. Since each mining
node communicates with the senator nearest to it, the number
of consensus messages received by each senator is different.
The senator takes the node with the largest MC value in
the consensus messages received within the limited time as
a candidate accounting node and broadcasts its information
among senators. Finally, NC candidate accounting nodes will
be selected out. There is a possibility that some senators do
not receive consensus messages, thus NC ≤ NS .

Step 2:For the purposes of preventing malicious candidates
from gaining accounting rights and restraining evil behaviors
of adversary senators, each senator verifies all candidates and
votes for them according to the verification results. Taking
a candidate n1 for instance, the set of its votes is Vn1 =
{S1Y, S2N, · · · , SNS

Y }, where S1Y indicates that senator S1

casts positive vote for it, but S2N means that senator S2 casts
negative vote for it, and so on. Node n1 will win the accounting
rights and become the accounting node under the following
conditions: 1) the number of its positive votes is greater than
2

3
NS ; 2) it has the highest MC among all candidates. The

accounting node also has a term of office and can generate
multiple blocks during its term.

If a mining node wins the accounting rights competition
successively or in a short time slot, its energy consumption
will be fast, and the possibility of it acting evilly will increase.
Therefore, we set the random waiting time τi which satisfies
the uniform distribution τi ∼ U(a, b). The accounting node
enters a random waiting time at the end of its term and is
unable to compete for the accounting rights until the end of
τi. In addition, if an accounting node is found to perform
malicious behaviors during its term, the senators will promptly
issue a message to terminate its term and start selecting the
next accounting node.

2) Calculation of MCi: According to the above, the
multifactor capacities value MCi of a node i contains two
components, i.e., Pr(SINRi ≥ β1) and Pr(Ci ≥ β2). SINRi

in the case of i communicating with the nearest senator node

Figure 3. Interference area for senator node S1.

(taking S1 for example) can be expressed as

SINRi =
Ptrd

−α
1

Pnoise + Ptr

nitf∑
k=1,k ̸=i

dkS1

−α

(2)

where α is the path-loss exponent, Pnoise denotes the noise
power, and Ptr is the node transmission power [34]. As shown
in Fig.3, nodes can cause interference to S1 in the area D0,
and nitf denotes the number of interference nodes. Number
d1 denotes the distance value between nodes i and S1. So,
Pr(SINRi ≥ β1) can be expressed as

Pr(SINRi ≥ β1)

= Pr

d1 ≤ Ptr
1
α [β1(Pnoise +

nitf∑
k=1,k ̸=i

dkS1

−α)]

− 1
α

 (3)

According to [35], the geographical distribution of nodes in
spatial domain can be modeled as Poisson point process (PPP),
and the probability density function of d1 can be expressed as

fd1
(x) =

2πNSx

N
e
−
πNS

N
x2

(4)

where N denotes the number of nodes in the system. Therefore,
Pr(SINRi ≥ β1) can be further expressed as

Pr(d1 ≤ η) =

∫ η

0

fd1
(x) dx

= 1− e
−
πNSη

2

N (5)

and

η = Ptr
1
α [β1(Pnoise +

nitf∑
k=1,k ̸=i

dkS1

−α)]−
1
α (6)

where dkS1 denotes the distance of the kth interference node
from the central senator node S1. Considering the agricultural
IoT application scenarios for an example, the IoT devices are
not always active and will enter a sleep mode to reduce power
consumption when no messages arrive or no transactions need
to be handled. Therefore, the nodes in the sleep mode will not
cause interference. According to [35], the probability that a
node is active follows a Poisson distribution with intensity λi,
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i.e., Pr(active) = e−λ. Therefore, the number of nodes that
can make interference is

nitf = (N0 − 1)Pr(active) (7)

where N0 denotes the number of nodes in region D0.
We model the nodes’ credibility Ci as a normal distribution,

i.e., Ci ∼ N(µ, σ2), where µ and σ2 denote the mean and
variance of Ci in the past nP credibility cycles. Then

Pr(Ci ≥ β2) =
1

2
− 1

2
erf

(
β2 − µ√

2σ2

)
(8)

3) Senators Voting Rules: Senators need to verify the
multifactor capacities value of the candidate accounting nodes
and vote for them according to the verification. Assuming
that each node can obtain ranging estimation with another
node by the pilot signals, which can be based on the Received
Signal Strength (RSS), the Time of Arrival (ToA), or other
approaches which have been studied extensively [36]. The
ranging estimation is modeled as

d̂ij = ωijdij + υij (9)

where dij denotes the geographical distance between node
i and node j. Node i can derive dij by calculating the
position coordinates registered by node j and its own position
coordinates. The distance estimation between i and j is denoted
as d̂ij . The estimation error is introduced by multiplicative and
additive random coefficients ωij and υij , respectively, which
vary in different ranging approaches. Senator S first checks
the SINRi of candidate node i. If SINRi ≥ β1, S continues
with the following check:

|dSi − d̂Si| ≤ ε1 (10)

where ε1 is a constant value related to ωij and υij [12].
Combining Eq.3 and Eq.5, if Eq.10 holds, the SINRi capacity
value for node i is verified to pass.

To verify the credit capacity value, the senator S searches
for the CIBs of node i on the blockchain and calculates the
credibility estimation Ci, the credibility mean estimation µ̂i,
and the credibility variance estimation σ̂i

2. If Ci > β2, S will
perform the following probability check:

|Pr(Ci ≥ β2)− Pr(Ĉi ≥ β2)| ≤ ε2 (11)

where ε2 is a constant value which indicates the probability
error. If Eq.11 holds, the credit capacity value for node i is
verified to pass.

Finally, a positive vote is cast for a candidate accounting
node only if the senator passes both the verification of the
SINR capacity value and the credit capacity value. Otherwise,
a negative vote from senator is provided.

C. Distributed Incentive Mechanism

When a node maintains or destroys the system, it can only
gain or lose credibility before implementing the distributed
incentive mechanism. However, clearing the credibility at the
end of each credibility cycle is unfair to the nodes that keep
maintaining the system. In addition, clearing the credibility
reduces the cost of malicious behaviors indirectly. Therefore,

we design a distributed incentive mechanism to give token
rewards for honest behaviors to motivate the nodes to actively
maintain the system and to deduct the tokens of nodes that
perform malicious behaviors.

There are two ways for a node to obtain tokens: 1) to vote
for candidate accounting nodes honestly as a senator node,
and 2) to actively publish blocks as an accounting node. The
total incentive assigned by the system to the rth round is Ir.
And Ir is divided into two parts IMr and ICr, which indicate
the tokens assigned to the senators and the accounting node
respectively.

An expression VS = 0 denotes that senator S votes positively
for a candidate accounting node, but VS = 1 means that the
senator S votes negatively. For a single candidate accounting
node, the incentive US(r) that can be obtained by S is

US(r) =


IMr

NCnh
, VS = 0 and Bc = 0

IMr

NCnh
, VS = 1 and Bc = 1

IMr

NCnh
− q, VS = 1 and Bc = 0

q, VS = 0 and Bc = 1

(12)

where Bc = 0 states that the target node is honest, Bc = 1
implies that the target node is malicious, nh is the number of
honest nodes in the current round of voting, and q is a positive
value that serves to penalize the node in the case of dishonest
performance or misjudgment.

On the other hand, the incentive UMi(r) that can be obtained
with node i as an accounting node is

UMi(r) = ICr
BCi(r)

BC(r)
(13)

where BC(r) is the total number of blocks generated in the
rth round, and specifically BCi(r) is the number of blocks
produced by node i during its tenure.

V. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section conducts the theoretical analysis of consensus
mechanisms in terms of security, working performance and
asymptotic complexity.

A. Security

1) Sybil Attack: A sybil attack refers to a malicious node
disguising multiple identities in the system to manipulate the
consensus results [37]. It mainly works on the blockchain
systems adopting vote-based consensus mechanisms [38].
Assuming that all nodes have the same hash power (the number
of hash computations that can be performed per unit of time),
according to Eq.1, for a node i, its probability of winning the
senator node lottery can be expressed as

Pr(Ssuc) =
Ci

E(N0)∑
k=1

Ck

(14)

where Ssuc denotes the successful winning event in the senator
lottery. E(N0) is the expected value of the number of nodes
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Table III
PAYOFF MATRIX OF SENATOR NODES

Any other senators

H M

Senator S

H (
IMr

nhNC

,
IMr

nhNC

) (
IMr + nfq

nhNC

,−q)

M (−q,
IMr + nfq

nhNC

) (−q,−q)

in the area D0 centered on the senator node nearest to node i,
which can be expressed as

E(N0) =

πd0
2γ∑

k=1

(πd0
2γ)k

k!
e−πd0

2γ (15)

where γ is the distribution density of the nodes. According to
Eq.14, the probability of a node winning the lottery is the ratio
of the node’s credibility to the sum of the credibility of all
nodes in D0. The higher the credibility of a node, the higher
its probability of winning the lottery. In this scheme, the node’s
credibility value is closely related to the CIB, which means
the malicious nodes can fake numerous node identifications
to participate in the senator lottery but cannot accumulate
credibility for multiple fake nodes simultaneously. Hence it is
difficult for the malicious nodes to successfully implement the
sybil attack in the senator node lottery stage.

In the accounting rights competition phase, the senators can
obtain the ranging estimations with other nodes, so sybil nodes
can be easily detected when they disguise themselves as other
nodes in this phase. Additionally, Elliptic Curve-based Digital
Signature techniques can be deployed to prevent nodes from
publishing fake messages or tampering with the content of
messages [39].

2) Collusion Attack: If the malicious nodes behave hon-
estly before becoming senators, they will not be completely
eliminated in the senator node lottery. The malicious nodes
aim to make the consensus results favorable to themselves.
Accordingly, there are two types of possible collusion attack: a)
malicious senators vote negatively for honest candidates so that
honest nodes cannot become accounting nodes; b) malicious
senators vote positively for malicious candidates to make them
win the accounting rights competition. If a malicious node wins
the competition for accounting rights, it can implement attacks
such as forging transactions and tampering with the transaction
contents during its tenure. In the scenario mentioned above,
regardless of the faulty nodes, the number of malicious nodes
Nf needs to satisfy the two cases shown in Eq. (16) in the
face of those two collusion attacks. At least 1

3N +1 malicious
nodes are needed for the attack to succeed.{

Nf > 2
3N, case 1

Nf > 1
3N, case 2

(16)

3) Game Theory Analysis of Distributed Incentive Mecha-
nism: We analyze the distributed incentive mechanism of the
scheme based on the game theory, focusing on the benefits

that senators can obtain. Table III presents a payoff matrix for
the game.

1) Players: There are NS (the number of senators) players in
the game, including nh honest senators and nf malicious
senators.

2) Actions: A symbol H indicates that the senator behaves
honestly in the voting, i.e., the senator votes positively
for honest nodes, and vice versa. And, a symbol M
represents that the senator node behaves maliciously in
the voting.

3) Utilities: The element a in tuple (a, b) denotes the
benefits available to a senator and the b means the benefits
available to other senator nodes.

According to the payoff matrix shown in Table III, for
senator node S, its payoff maximum is (IMr + q)/(nhNc),
and for other senator nodes, their payoff maximum is (IMr +
nfq)/(Nc) . When S chooses either strategy H or M , other
senators will choose H to maximize the payoff. Thus, the
strategy (H,H) achieves both a Pareto optimal solution and a
pure strategy Nash equilibrium solution.

If a malicious senator votes positively for the all candidates,
the incentive obtained by the senator is (nhcIMr)/(nhNC)−
nacq, where nhc and nac are the numbers of honest nodes and
abnormal nodes among the candidates respectively. Therefore,
to make being honest as the best response action of the senators,
it is required that q > [(nhcIMr)/(nacnhNC)]. Thus, the
distributed incentive mechanism proposed in this paper can
adjust the values of q and IMr to inhibit malicious senators
from conducting attacks during voting.

B. Latency and Throughput

The transaction validation latency Tdelay represents the time
it takes for a node to generate a transaction until the transaction
is validated on the chain. Within a blockchain system based on
the proof-based consensus mechanisms, consensus is performed
once for each generated block, resulting in significant latency.
In this scheme, an accounting node can generate multiple blocks
during its tenure. Before the end of its term, the next accounting
node selection has already started, thus a new accounting node
will continue to generate blocks when the term of the last
accounting node ends.

Suppose the number of transactions generated by a node per
unit time is nt, then the number of transactions generated by
all nodes per unit time is ntN . And, Tdelay can be expressed
as

Tdelay = T0 + T1 + Tm (17)

where Tm ∈
(
0,

LB

ntNLt

]
and Tm means the time that the

transaction is waiting to be packed in the transaction pool. LB

and Lt denote the size of a block and a transaction, respectively.
T0 indicates the time required for a transaction to be generated
and received by the accounting node, and T1 shows the time
required for the accounting node to pack the block and finish
broadcasting.

Transaction throughput depicts the number of transactions
that a blockchain system can process per unit of time. The
maximum data throughput of the accounting node can be
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Table IV
COMPARISON OF ASYMPTOTIC COMPLEXITY FOR SEVERAL

SCHEMES

Consensus Latency Security Communication

PoW [40] Θ(κ) Ω

(
Nm

2

)
Θ(1)

PBFT [40] NmO(1) Ω

(
Nm − 1

2

)
O(N2

m)

SENATE [12] O(Nm) + O(κ2) Ω

(
Nm − 1

3

)
Ω(Nm)

PoQF [41] κO(1) Ω

(
Nm

2

)
O(Nm)

PoMC O(Nm) + O(κ2) Ω

(
Nm − 1

2

)
Θ(1)

expressed as λmax(bit/s), and the transaction throughput W of
the system can be expressed as

W = min

{
ntNLt

LB
,
8λmax

LB

}
(18)

C. Asymptotic Complexity

This subsection evaluates the scalability of the proposed
scheme by analyzing latency complexity, security complexity,
and communication complexity of the consensus protocol and
compares it with several other schemes. Latency complexity
means the time consumed by a consensus mechanism, and se-
curity complexity indicates the maximum number of abnormal
nodes that a consensus algorithm can tolerate. Communication
complexity denotes the number of messages required for a
transaction to be validated.

Supposing the number of mining nodes as Nm and the
consensus core parameter as κ, we derive the complexity results
shown in Table IV. The symbols Ω(), O() and Θ() denote at
least, at most, and at exactly, respectively [40]. The parameter
κ has different meanings for different consensus mechanisms.
For example, κ in PoW denotes the difficulty of the hash
puzzle, while in PBFT and PoQF it denotes the threshold of
vote, and in SENATE and PoMC it represents the number of
senator nodes. Therefore, the complexity affected by κ cannot
be directly compared. The first node to find the answer of the
hash puzzle in PoW wins the consensus competition. PoQF
needs to wait for the number of votes to satisfy the threshold
κ before the next relay node can be selected. And the latency
complexity of SENATE and PoMC is affected by both Nm

and κ. As shown in Table IV, the security of PoMC is better
than SENATE, but slightly inferior to PoW and PoQF. For
communication complexity, PoW and PoMC perform better
than PBFT, PoQF and SENATE, because, for a single node,
PoW and PoMC do not require a large number of messages to
be exchanged during transaction validation. But for total system
overhead, PoMC has a lower communication complexity than
PoW.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATIONS

In this section, the performance of the proposed PoMC
blockchain consensus scheme is analyzed based on the OM-
NeT++, and the source code of the simulation project is

Table V
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Description

Tsim 1000 s Simulation runtime
AN 1 km×1 km Size of nodes distribution area

Rchannel 7200 kbps Node-to-node channel transmission rate
Lpac 1500 bytes Packet size

CBlock 50 Number of transactions that can be contained in a
single block

LT 1000 bytes Size of single transaction
Pnoise -10 dBm Noise power
Ptr 1 dBm Transmitting power

RCom 200 m Communication range of nodes
α 1 path-loss exponent
IT 10 15 s Time interval for nodes to generate transactions
TS 100 s Senator Node Term
TA 100 s Accounting Node Term

released1. The parameters of the experiments are shown in
Table V. The nodes are randomly distributed in a fixed size
experimental area and generate transactions at 10∼15s intervals
to simulate the process of randomly produced transactions by
IoT devices.

A. Simulation Results of the Proposed Consensus Mechanism

Fig.4(a) shows the variation of consensus latency of PoMC
with increasing number of senator nodes. When the number
of senator nodes increases, the consensus latency increases
accordingly. Because there are more senator nodes proposing
the candidate mining nodes, more messages need to be
exchanged to achieve consensus. The size of the candidate
node list is only related to the number of senator nodes, so
the number of mining nodes has less impact on the consensus
latency. Fig.4(b) depicts the effect of the change in the number
of senator nodes in PoMC on the system transaction throughput
and total network overhead. As the number of senator nodes
increases, the system transaction throughput does not change
significantly. When the number of senator nodes increases
to 35, the system transaction throughput has a decreasing
trend instead, because excessive senators lead to a decrease
in the efficiency in selecting the accounting node. Meanwhile,
the number of messages to be dealt with by the senators
becomes larger, so the processing time will be longer, and
the system network overhead will rise. Fig.4(c) describes
the changes of network-wide credibility and individual node
credibility in one credibility cycle (the length of the credibility
cycle is set as 1000s), respectively. The accumulation rate
of single node credibility is much smaller than network-wide
credibility, which indicates that the probability of a malicious
node successfully conducting a sybil attack decreases over time
within a credibility cycle.

B. Comparative Analysis

The transaction validation latency represents the time taken
for a transaction to be proposed and achieve consensus on
the blockchain, and the consensus latency indicates the time
required for miners to achieve consensus on a transaction
(or a block). Fig.5(a) gives the transaction validation latency

1Source code is available at https://github.com/crocodileWang/PoMC.
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Figure 4. The performance of PoMC. (a) The latency variation of the consensus process with different number Nm of mining nodes. (b) Transaction throughput
and network overhead. (c) Credibility value changes with running time.

Figure 5. The latency experimental results. (a) The transaction validation latency of PoMC under different noise conditions. (b) The transaction validation
latency comparison with SENATE and PoQF with NS = 10 and NM = 10. (c) The consensus latency with different number of nodes. (d)The consensus
latency with different number of mining nodes.

of PoMC under different noise conditions. Senators tend to
select nodes with good communication conditions as accounting
nodes, indirectly leading to lower transaction validation latency
in an overall environment with less noise. Fig.5(b) shows the
variation of the transaction validation latency with increasing
number of nodes for PoMC, SENATE, and PoQF with NS = 10
and Nm = 10. VS is the transaction generation rate. The
average transaction validation latency of PoMC is about 24%
lower than PoQF, but about 4% higher than SENATE with
VS = 0.1. Although the transaction validation latency of
PoMC increases rapidly when the number of nodes exceeds
135, the increase in transaction generation rate does not
significantly affect the transaction validation latency of PoMC.
This is because the primary goal of PoMC is to determine the
accounting nodes. The accounting nodes continuously process
blocks within their terms without the need for consensus on
every block, unlike other consensus mechanisms.

In the SENATE scheme, the senator nodes are required
to perform cross-validation and seesaw tests on each partic-
ipating miner node to eliminate potentially malicious nodes.
Furthermore, the senator nodes need to conduct Byzantine
consensus internally to determine the allocation of accounting
rights. This process results in low consensus efficiency for
SENATE. In PoQF, We linearly increased the number of mining

nodes within each hop range. Achieving consensus is faster
for nodes located closer to the message origin, while nodes
farther away from the source address experience longer wait
times for confirmation from the next hop relay nodes. As a
result, the average consensus latency performance of PoQF
is inferior to that of PoMC. Based on the results shown in
Fig.5(c), it can be observed that the increase in the number
of nodes has a negligible impact on the consensus latency of
PoMC. The consensus latency in PoMC is primarily influenced
by the number of mining nodes and senator nodes. Therefore,
we conducted the experiment depicted in Fig.5(d) to analyze
the variation of consensus latency with an increasing number
of mining nodes. PoMC demonstrates the lowest average
consensus latency among the three approaches, being 39%
lower than SENATE and 7% lower than PoQF. The latency
trends of SENATE and PoMC are similar, but PoMC generally
exhibits lower overall consensus latency compared to SENATE.
As the number of mining nodes increases in PoQF, the number
of microblocks to be collected in each hop also increases. This
results in an accelerating growth of consensus latency in PoQF.

Fig.6(a) provides the comparison of transaction throughput
and network overhead between PoMC and SENATE, PoQF,
and PBFT. The network overhead of the three schemes is
similar with NS = 10 and Nm = 10, but the transaction
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Figure 6. The comparison of system throughput. (a) Transaction throughput
and network overhead. (b) Network utilization rate.

throughput of PoMC is about 56%∼64% higher compared
to the other three schemes. This is attributed to the fact that
PoMC does not require cross-validation of a transaction like
SENATE and PBFT, thereby enhancing transaction throughput
and reducing transaction validation latency. Although PoQF
does not necessitate consensus for each transaction, it involves
a substantial number of nodes in one consensus process
when the hop count is large, thereby diminishing transaction
validation efficiency. Network utilization rate RNet refers
to the ratio of the size Etrans of validated transactions to
the total network overhead Etotal in the same time, i.e.,
RNet = Etrans/Etotal. As shown in Fig.6(b), PoMC has the
highest network utilization among the four schemes because
the nodes generate transactions and send them directly to
the accounting nodes instead of broadcasting them over the
network, which significantly reduces the system network
overhead.

The ability of the consensus mechanism to resist malicious
attacks can be evaluated by the probability of successful

Figure 7. The variation of the probability of successful consensus with the
change of number of malicious nodes.

consensus, which refers to the percentage of honest accounting
nodes among all accounting nodes selected by the system in a
fixed time frame. The total number of nodes is set to 100, and
as shown in Fig.7, the probability of successful consensus of all
the three schemes tends to decrease as the number of malicious
nodes increases. PoMC has a higher consensus success rate
than SENATE and PoQF as the number of malicious nodes
below 90, which means PoMC outperforms SENATE and PoQF
in resisting to Sybil attacks. What’s more, it is observed that
the probability of successful consensus of PoMC drops at a
slower rate than PoQF and SENATE. That’s because not only
does it rely on the consensus protocol to restrain malicious
nodes, but the distributed incentive mechanism also inhibits
evil behaviors in PoMC.

C. Discussion

In the context of agricultural IoT applications, the proposed
PoMC consensus mechanism integrates real-world SINR and
abstract-world credibility as two capability factors. The system
determines the ownership of accounting rights based on the
multifactor capability value, leading to a significant reduction
in the computational and communication resources required for
agricultural IoT devices to participate in consensus. We have
not only established a node credit model but also developed
a lottery algorithm for senator nodes based on the credit
mechanism. This design aims to enhance system security
while ensuring the degree of decentralization. Furthermore,
a novel distributed incentive mechanism has been devised
for PoMC. This mechanism incentivizes honest nodes to
actively maintain the blockchain network while simultaneously
restricting malicious nodes from engaging in attack behaviors.
Benefiting from the favorable performance of PoMC, there
is promising potential for its application in various scenarios
within the agricultural IoT. With its lower latency and reduced
resource requirements, PoMC could be applied in large-
scale agricultural IoT clusters to ensure the security of data
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throughout the process from generation to transmission and
storage.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a consensus mechanism PoMC based on Proof-
of-Multifactor-Capacity is proposed to address the problems of
heavy resource consumption, high transaction validation latency
and low throughput of blockchain consensus mechanism in
agricultural IoT. The mechanism selects some nodes in the
network as senators by drawing lots based on the credibility.
Two metrics, SINR and credibility, are chosen for the multi-
factor capacities value to reflect the communication capability
of the node and the degree of contribution to the system,
respectively. Senators select accounting nodes based on the
multifactor capacities value, which decreases the computational
power demand and communication overhead of the nodes and
reduces the malicious behaviors of abnormal nodes. From the
simulation analysis, under similar network overhead, PoMC
achieves a transaction throughput that is 56%∼64% higher
than that of SENATE, PoQF and PBFT, respectively, thereby
exhibiting better network utilization. Although the proposed
scheme does not have the lowest average transaction validation
latency, its consensus success rate is 10.3% and 23.9% higher
than that of SENATE and PoQF, respectively, implying that
PoMC has better security.

In the future work, we will explore efficient data synchro-
nization schemes among nodes in blockchain-based systems
and some methods to reduce the communication and storage
overhead of blockchain networks for agricultural IoT to achieve
higher consensus efficiency.
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